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Space (Continuation and End)
I would like there to exist places that are stable, unmoving, intangible, untouched and almost untouchable,
unchanging, deep-rooted; places that might be points of reference, of departure, of origin […]
Such places don‘t exist, and it‘s because they don‘t exist that space becomes a question, ceases to be self-evident,
ceases to be incorporated, ceases to be appropriated. Space is a doubt: I have constantly to mark it, to designate it.
It‘s never mine, never given to me, I have to conquer it. […]
My spaces are fragile: time is going to wear them away, to destroy them. Nothing will any longer resemble what
was, my memories will betray me, oblivion will infiltrate my memory. […]
To write: to try meticulously to retain something, to cause something to survive; to wrest a few precise scraps from
the void as it grows, to leave somewhere a furrow, a trace, a mark or a few signs.
PARIS 1973–1974
Georges Perec, Species of Space (1974)

What can it mean to return home? “homecomings“ brings together international artists living in Berlin to investigate the various facets
of coming home. No one definitive denotation of the term exists. In its plurality, “homecomings“ can be understood as a multi-layered
experience of locality, coated in time. Every return loosens the stability of the singular—through repetition a home is traced in its absence.
The concept and presented works are inspired both by Georges Perec‘s Espèces d‘espaces (Species of Space, 1974)—exemplary of Perec’s
poetic explorations of space and language—and the Icelandic artist, Hreinn Friðfinnsson‘s House Project (1974). Based on a myth,
Friðfinnsson built an inside-out house in a lava field south of Hafnarfjörður, Iceland. With the wallpaper on the outside and the façade
on the inside, he conceptually encapsulated the universe within his structure. Over the years Friðfinnsson returned to this original concept
in making a series of structures that successively dematerialize the house.
The fragile flux of presence and absence found in outlining the home—in relation to the frame, the structure, the self—is a reflection of
surfaces both interior and exterior. Any such designation registers a perspective constantly shifting in a complex succession of things seen
or imagined. The artworks, whether existing or newly produced for “homecomings“, translate both architectural and linguistic terms and
methodologies into spatial and conceptual loci of agency. Through shifts of scale, serial combination, and systematic modeling of the world
around them, the assembled artists address an intimate reflection of self-perception, proposing a rereading of lived space and history-less
time. Inhabiting a present and simultaneous past and future, the works arrive home in illusory revolution.
“homecomings“ will take place in a recently inaugurated art space—a former horse and carriage stable under historic preservation.
Rather than a definitive end, the show will come to a close through the sequential deinstallation of the works alongside events aimed at
opening up the discussion surrounding what it can mean to leave and return to a place as both emotional and conceptual journey.
18 September, 4 – 9pm
19 September – 27 October, Friday–Sunday 1 – 7pm or by appointment
closing events 21 – 27 October, see website for details
For further information please contact info@homecomings.de
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Jean-Pascal Flavien

Tatiana Echeverri Fernandez

no drama house furniture 2009

wood, fabric various dimensions;
poster: silkscreen on paper 85 x 120 cm
Courtesy of the artist.

ERR OUT [I] 2011

stainless steel, blank keys, brass
184 x 80 x 90 cm

ERR OUT [II] 2011

stainless steel, blank keys, brass
146,5 x 30 x 30 cm; 141 x 90 x 50 cm

Elín Hansdóttir

Hreinn Friðfinnsson
Tatiana Echeverri Fernandez

Balancing Bricks 2013

9 balancing construction bricks
dimensions variable
Courtesy of the artist and i8 Gallery.

benandsebastian

stabled 2013

Sophia Pompéry

Worlds (Welten) 2013

Anton Burdakov

Second Floor 2013

brass, hay, horse excreta, living horse,
paper, teak, water 1 x 2 x 1 m;
2 framed texts: 68 x 48 cm; 48 x 68 cm
Courtesy of the artists.

vacuum formed plastic, blackboard
paint, chalk pencil 92 x 68 cm
Courtesy of the artist.

House Project (1974- )

Special thanks to the artist.

ERR OUT [III] 2013

blank keys, galvanized steel
ca 35 x 35 x 8 cm
All wokrs courtesy of the artist and RECEPTION.

pinboard 35 x 45 x 55 cm

Second Floor 0 2013

pinboard ca 35 x 35 x 15 cm
All works courtesy of the artist.
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Libia Castro & Ólafur Ólafsson

Eric Ellingsen

Eric Ellingsen

with Wilm Thoben

Dein Land existiert nicht (Your Country Doesn‘t Exist) 2013
neon sign 1,9 x 7 m
Courtesy of the artists.

ROPEWALK (a knot sketch) 2013

twisted projection sound installation
variable dimensions
Special thanks to Montse Torredà Martí for editing.

two-word poems 2012

speakers, ears variable dimensions
All works courtesy of the artist.

Florian Neufeldt

Untitled 2013

Anton Burdakov

Shelter 2008

concrete, steel 100 x 130 x 200 cm
Courtesy of the artist.

stainless steel 2,3 x 2,3 x 3 m
Courtesy of the artist.

Libia Castro & Ólafur Ólafsson

Dein Land existiert nicht (Your Country Doesn‘t Exist) 2013
neon sign 1,9 x 7 m
installation dimensions variable
edition of 2 + 1 AP

Addressing each viewer individually upon entering the space, Libia Castro & Ólafur Ólafsson‘s Dein Land existiert nicht (Your Country Doesn‘t Exist) (2013)
demarcates a space of inquiry. By denying an overarching (political and existential) existence, the work‘s presence calls attention to the context-specific
denials of histories and personal existences for those that call(ed) Berlin home. The artist duo‘s ongoing manifesto campaign Your Country Doesn‘t Exist
(2003-) has been executed in many different media and formats such as urban billboards, stamps, and performance. Within the work they reappropriate
their own text respective to the given country in order to awaken local citizens from a coma of nationalism, as Adam Budak writes. The provocative
statement was most recently to be seen at the 54th Venice Biennial 2011 in their representation at the Icelandic Pavilion. This current iteration marks
the artists‘ first major installation within a German context.

Sophia Pompéry

Worlds (Welten) 2013
vacuum formed plastic, blackboard paint, chalk pencil
92 x 68 cm
unique

A geographical relief as used for educational material is painted over with blackboard paint. Scale indications, political borders, roadmaps
and cities are erased. The chalkboard and chalk becomes a kit for sketching up our own worlds. Sophia Pompéry‘s Worlds (Welten) (2013)
asks viewers to outline their own temporal spaces, tracing where we think we‘ve been and where we think we are now. Without the usual
perspectival cues, this form of reading returns us to the most expansive of landscapes, both topographical and cerebral. This map—perhaps
of Germany?—was first shown this year in the artist‘s solo exhibition „ATÖLYE“ at the Nassauischen Kunstverein in Wiesbaden.

benandsebastian

stabled 2013

brass, hay, horse excreta, living horse, paper, teak, water
1 x 2 x 1 m; 2 framed texts: 68 x 48 cm; 48 x 68 cm
unique

A horse returns to HORSE. The horse is no longer at home, but is housed in the symbol of the animal’s domestication: the stable stall. Both stall
and horse have entered the estranged world of the miniature. The horse’s stall has acquired the proportions, finish, and elaborate detailing of a
museum vitrine. The horse has been made minute through generations of selective breeding, turning the beast into a domestic pet. Its presence
encapsulates the absence of horses that formerly inhabited the building and highlights the gap between our itinerant lives and the longing for
a home that is stable. The collaborative artist practice benandsebastian shape elaborate mechanics and intricate couplings of text and form to
speak to vast philosophical and sociological systems. stabled (2013) is set in relation to their recent exhibition in the Designmuseum Danmark,
„Phantom Limbs“ and their participation in the upcoming group exhibition there, „Storage“.

Elín Hansdóttir

Balancing Bricks 2013

9 balancing construction bricks
dimensions variable
unique

Teetering above the trough‘s would-be watering basin, Balancing Bricks (2013) by Elín Hansdóttir, like so many of the artist‘s enveloping
installations, provides a spatial reference system for self-reflexivity. Making its viewers viscerally aware of their presence and the fragility of
such precise interplay, Balancing Bricks recalls the artist‘s own modeling of structures based on the near invisible. Seemingly sharing Perec‘s
declared attraction for „zero points“ (Species of Space, 82), Hansdóttir takes the everyday building blocks—like words to Perec—and finds
a path of gravity through their repeating constellation. As the construction bricks sand their surrounds and chaos threatens, perhaps it is the
act to mark out our way, like stacked rocks used in ancient navigation in Iceland, that foresees our return before our departure.

Jean-Pascal Flavien

no drama house furniture 2009

wood, fabric various dimensions;
poster: silkscreen on paper 85 x 120 cm
unique

Jean-Pascal Flavien‘s no drama house furniture (2009) and accompanying poster (2013) arrange and rearrange in grammatical abstraction the
furniture from no drama house, a narrow one-meter wide two-story architectural installation the artist built in the courtyard of Galerie Giti
Nourbakhsch in 2009(-2012). Not made for living, the structure housed negotiations of space and thought, and in its containment maneuvered
the passage of presence over time. Never fully extracted from that context and written out as they are here, the elements—read as phrases and
sentences—like the referential language of both Perec and Friðfinnsson, become outlines and substance at once. This is the first presentation of
the work‘s third phrase, a plotting and return to a piece that has since inspired an array of works by the artist.

Jean-Pascal Flavien

no drama house furniture 2013
silkscreen on paper 85 x 120 cm
edition of 25 + 5 AP

Jean-Pascal Flavien‘s no drama house furniture (2009) and accompanying poster (2013) arrange and rearrange in grammatical abstraction the
furniture from no drama house, a narrow one-meter wide two-story architectural installation the artist built in the courtyard of Galerie Giti
Nourbakhsch in 2009(-2012). Not made for living, the structure housed negotiations of space and thought, and in its containment maneuvered
the passage of presence over time. Never fully extracted from that context and written out as they are here, the elements—read as phrases and
sentences—like the referential language of both Perec and Friðfinnsson, become outlines and substance at once. This is the first presentation of
the work‘s third phrase, a plotting and return to a piece that has since inspired an array of works by the artist.

Tatiana Echeverri Fernandez

ERR OUT [I] 2011 (center)

stainless steel, blank keys, brass
184 x 80 x 90 cm
unique

ERR OUT [II] 2011 (left and right)

stainless steel, blank keys, brass
146,5 x 30 x 30 cm; 141 x 90 x 50 cm
unique

The seriality of return becomes central to the current reading of ERR OUT [I] and [II] (both 2011) by Tatiana Echeverri Fernandez. Like doorways to the past
and also the future, and strung with unworked keys, these metal bodies are as finite and voluminous as they are transparent. Nearly disappearing in the
space, they could be read as personages or portals.

Tatiana Echeverri Fernandez

ERR OUT [III] 2013

blank keys, galvanized steel
ca 35 x 35 x 8 cm
unique

The most recent work in Echeverri Fernandez‘s ongoing series, ERR OUT [III] consists of a landscape of loss. Through time and shifting forces,
the copy retains but a visage of the original. Once the key to her home and successively worn down to complete oblivion, the poetic tides of
this piece ring true to the artist‘s practice of making visible the trace of time. The act of unlocking one‘s home, or locking up on departure,
becomes the tactile turn of recollection, ever repeated and enacted.

Anton Burdakov

Second Floor 2013

pinboard 55 x 45 x 29 cm
unique

Second Floor 0 2013 (not shown)
pinboard 50 x 40 x 25 cm
installation element

Anton Burdakov‘s Second Floor (2013) emerges out of a longstanding practice in modeling of sculptural encounter. Starting from a model
of the exhibition space itself, a series of variations of existing architecture is developed. The site acts as a starting point, an anchor, both
experienced and represented. The objects gradually develop their own logic, the space starts to be overlaid with visions of other spaces and
events. The structures move away from representation, from being a model, assuming their own sculptural language, crystallizing as figures,
fragments, and beginnings. In a search for something specific, traces of additions and subtractions signal dissatisfaction with the present
mixed with anticipation.

Anton Burdakov

Shelter 2008

stainless steel 2,3 x 2,3 x 3 m
unique

From the vantage at the top of the ramp, Burdakov‘s 2008 work Shelter invites the entrance one is only able to project within the volumes of
Second Floor and Second Floor 0 (2013).
„I imagine all elements in a scene, myself included, tied together by threads. Many stretch to the horizon, many disappear behind me.
As I move, or if an element shifts, every relation is changed. Objects totter under the strain of the movement, pivot, sway between a new
position and the fall. Some threads become loose, some tangled. Others become taught and sing like a string.“
- Anton Burdakov

Florian Neufeldt

Untitled 2013

concrete, steel 100 x 130 x 200 cm
unique

Upon its discovery, Florian Neufeldt‘s Untitled (2013) contradicts motion. While at once a nomadic tent-like form speaking to the lone
traveler—the orientation of one within a cosmos of many—the permanence of its materiality, poured concrete, calls into question the
rootedness of „home“. Furthermore, removed from direct exposure to the elements, the roof itself is cast within a quasi interior space. As
most of Neufeldt‘s sculptural installations, Untitled points to characteristics of site. What need is there for such a structure here? Weather
permitting, the work reveals its own adaptive nature as it becomes successively marked by the permeation of its surrounding aged structure.

Eric Ellingsen

ROPEWALK (a knot sketch) 2013
twisted projection sound installation
variable dimensions
Special thanks to Montse Torredà Martí for editing.

Everything is twisted. Eric Ellingsen‘s installation ROPEWALK (a knot sketch) (2013) winds from an ongoing lyric essay „Twisted Futures“
about action-oriented perception, polymorphic relationships twisting in nature, culture, species, science, tools, techniques, infrastructures,
time, and the rights of things, including what knot to do, and other „yes“ typologies. Twist in theories of complexity (from the Latin complexus, com- „together“ + plectere, „to braid,“ basically meaning „to twist“). Twist in being stripped, being smashed, torn apart: into fibers,
strands, yarns. Twist in something to hang everything on, more or less. Embrace your twisted natures. Be twisted. The film, edited by Montse
Torredà Martí, is accompanied by two-word poems (2012) developed in collaboration with Wilm Thoben. Two speakers deliver words that,
in their pairing, are heard unique to each listener. Long inspired by Perec, Ellingsen uses both language and action as homing devices.

